How the Home Insurance Claim Process Works
Owning a home can mean dealing with the unexpected – from a tree falling on your roof to a pipe bursting
in your bathroom. Because you likely can’t prevent all unwanted surprises, knowing what to expect if you
have a homeowner’s claim can help give you some peace of mind.
While insurance carriers can handle claims in different ways, here are some basic steps in the process.
If Your Home Has Been Damaged:


Get the OK to reenter your home. If your home has extensive damage, do not go back inside
until cleared to do so by emergency personnel or local government officials, even if the damage is
confined to one room.



Have your info ready. Typically, when you report your claim, you will be asked to provide your
name, contact info, policy info, type and date of loss, and a description of the loss and of any
injuries. If you have a home inventory, you may want to have it handy. Generally, your claim will
be assigned a claim number and a claim professional, also called an adjuster, who will work with
you to adjust your claim.



Take steps to mitigate further damage, such as buying tarps to cover holes in your roof. Be
sure to save your receipts.

Beginning the Claim Process:


Report your claim. Contact your insurance company as soon as possible. If you are a Travelers
customer, you can report a claim anytime online or by calling 1.800.Claim33. The sooner you
report it, the sooner your insurer may be able to help.



Inspecting the damage. The claim professional typically will call you to discuss what happened,
what your insurance policy may or may not cover and make arrangements to inspect the damage
in person.



Document your losses. Using photos or videos can help you remember things that you may
have lost. If you don’t have an inventory, look for photos of the damaged areas. You’ll want to
make a list of everything damaged inside your home.



Save your receipts. When making any necessary temporary repairs or living arrangements,
protecting property from further damage or making temporary housing arrangements, be sure to
save your receipts. Your insurer may ask you to provide them as part of the claim process.

Relocating After a Loss:


Loss of use. If you are not able to stay in your home after a covered loss, your homeowners
policy may reimburse you for additional living expenses, such as hotels, car rentals and other
day-to-day normal expenses caused by having to temporarily relocate.



Temporary housing. If you need temporary living arrangements while your home is being
restored after a covered loss, your carrier may refer you to a service provider or give you
permission to stay at a hotel or rental property.

Resolving a Claim:


Timeframes vary. Every loss and insurer is different, so the length of time to resolve a claim
varies. The claim professional’s inspection of the damage and details of the loss will help
determine the time needed to settle a claim.



Receiving payment. Once the claim professional determines that your policy covers the loss,
you can generally expect to receive a check based on an estimate of the damage, either on the
spot or soon afterward.



If you are a Travelers customer, you can learn more about your property policy here.

If you’re not a Travelers customer and an IEEE member, you could take advantage of special savings
on home and car insurance that’s not available to the general public. Get your free, no-obligation quote
today!
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